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Abstract:

Purpose: Idea of circular economy defies the classical ‘make-use-dispose’ approach of linear economic model. In the context of healthcare industry, it relies heavily on the supply chain practices implemented by industry stakeholders. The purpose of this research is to explore such relationships, study their structure and put it across for attaining sustainability at large.

Design/methodology/approach: This study is an empirical research conducted on 145 healthcare firms. The collected data is analysed to develop structural and measurement model. The five constructed hypothesis are tested for their and validity using the results of Structural Equation Modelling.

Findings: The study illustrates the latent relationships that exists among the Stakeholders Involvement, Sustainable Supply Chain Practices, Sustainable Performance and Circular Economy for healthcare industry. It is found that adoption of sustainable supply chain practices improves the healthcare performance which in turn have positive influence on circular economy.

Research limitations/implications: The structural and measurement model is developed in the context of circular healthcare economy. It can be validated or improvised by conducting similar research in other industry using different method. This research work fulfils the long existing gap in research by offering a linkage between various constructs to achieve healthcare circular economy. Based on the research results future researchers can build theories of circular economy and sustainability for healthcare industry.

Originality/value: The study attempts to study the supply chain ways to achieve circular economy for Indian healthcare sector. It considered latent relationships among the set of constructs, which are needed for theory building at later stage.

Keywords: Stakeholders Involvement, Sustainable Supply Chain Practices, Sustainable Performance, Circular Healthcare Economy, Structural Equation Modelling.
1. Introduction

The subject of circular economy is well established in academic literature (Martín Gómez et al. 2018). Various practices towards circular economy emerge from simple practices like reduce, reuse, recycle. It relates to sustainability by sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) which can be achieved through social, environmental and economic balance in supply chain practices (Dau et al. 2019; Mathivathanan et al. 2021). Like, for a healthcare institution obtaining resources like lifesaving medicine, PPE kits, ventilators, oxygen cylinders; managing the flow of such supplies and making it available at the user end are prime supply chain activities. But its sustenance requires stakeholders’ involvement as well (Thind et al., 2020). Like, in circular healthcare economy, institution balances on-time delivery, removal of counterfeit medicine and biomedical waste management.

Any real-life supply chain suffers due to such imbalances where lack of traceability and missing communication among stakeholders, extends up to low environmental performance index. To achieve resilience and overcome the challenges healthcare institutions are integrating stakeholders (Seifert & Guenther, 2020; Kazancoglu et al. 2022). They have been engaged at various levels including procurement and right flow of medicines, surgical equipment, customer management and information aggregation (De Vries, 2011). This allows elimination of unnecessary operations and stabilities for economic feasibility (Ding & Zheng 2016; Mathivathanan et al. 2018).

Currently, when institutions are competing on their supply chains the link among environmental, economic, and operational performance is critical for the circular economy. Here, economic, and operational performance can be derived from stakeholder engagement which reflects ultimately into environmental performance (Joshi D. 2022). The presented research is an attempt to study such indicators of circular economy through sustainable supply chain practices like stakeholder engagement. It is designed to answer two major progressive research questions:

a) how the stakeholder involvement and implementation of sustainable supply chain practices can bring in sustainable performance for healthcare institution?

b) how sustainable supply chain practices and sustainable performance of healthcare institutions can help to achieve circular economy?
The research work investigates relationship between the indicators of stakeholder involvement, sustainable supply chain practices and sustainable performance and circular economy. The inter-relationship among four are identified from the literature and five hypotheses are formulated. The data collected from 745 healthcare firms are analysed using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) to understand the relationship among indicators. Since, the existing researches emphases on considering relationship between two indicators of circular economy at one time. The presented research work develops a comprehensive model to achieve circular economy. Their latent relationships are identified through statistically proven process. Practitioners and economists can implement the developed model as foundation block for initiating circular economy via healthcare organizations.

In this paper, section 2 on literature review generates the need of existing study by explaining the existing work and presenting a research gap. Based on literature review, section 3 considers the relationships among stakeholder involvement, sustainable supply chain practices and sustainable performance and circular economy to formulate hypothesis. Section 4 comprehensively states the methodology executed to conduct the research work. Results and discussion upon hypothesis along with industry implication of the study is explained in section 4 and 5.

2. Literature Review

Attainment of circular economy through supply chain has received enormous attention in state-of-art literature. In this section a summary of key researches is summarised to identify a research gap and substantiate the same. A focus is kept on various existing frameworks to discuss Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI), Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP), Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP) for Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE).

2.1 Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI)

Healthcare stakeholders had capability to formulate strategies, which can make the sector sustainable (Pereno, & Eriksson, 2020) They proposed the framework focused upon knowledge of possible future events while industry transition in meeting sustainability. Gupta et al. (2018) proposed a research modal for Sustainable Supply Operation Quality (SSOQ) practices in the context of stakeholder performance and sustainable performance. Their study found that involvement of stakeholders positively affects sustainable performances of the organization.
2.2 Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP)

In many cases, healthcare supply chain is disrupted due unexpected events which hassles the logistics. In healthcare industry this leads to issues of raw material shortages, delays in delivery of essential products, unfulfilled demand medical equipment’s and medicines (Wuyts et al. 2020). Such problems can be handled by information sharing, training, setting us emergency logistics system, resource management, capacity planning, policy support and clarity of responsibility (Rajak et al., 2022). These critical success factors towards sustainability require stakeholder involvement. Paul and Chowdhury (2020) proposed a mathematical model to deal with the issues of sudden rise in demand. An adoption of post use sustainability practices like reduce, reuse, recycle by the healthcare product manufacturing firms can help.

Rowan and Laffey (2020) had worked in the direction of effective utilization of PPE kits. It resulted, in reduction of the requirement of PPE kits in the hospital. Moreover, this study included practices like application smart communication channels to improve supply chain, sterilization and high -level disinfection for PPE Kit. Gupta et al. (2018) discussed the implementation of sustainable manufacturing practices in Indian manufacturing firms. Authors had focussed upon the various sustainability practices i.e, implementation of lean practices, end of product life practices (i.e. material extraction/product recovery, remanufacturing, recycling) etc. Manufacturing firms benefitted by the adoption of these practices.

2.3 Sustainable Healthcare Performance

Esfahbodi et al. (2016) worked in area of improving the environmental and economic performance of the firm. These performance supports the growth of the firm via providing edge over the rivals firms, reduction in operation cost and reduction in logistics cost. The authors found that environmental and economic performance can be improved by successfully implementation of SSCM practices. Alghababsheh et al. (2020) used a new term ‘socially sustainable supply chain management (SSSCM)’ and found out some practices of SSSCM. Implementation of these practices increases the social performance of the firm.

2.4 Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE)

The circular healthcare economy (CHE) offers immense potential for sustainable growth. Devising sustainable business models, it can be achieved through repair and recycling instead of discarding waste. Circular healthcare economy emphasises upon on environmental protection and application of clean energy. For a hospital, it saved € 38,868 and generated a
revenue of € 1,040 to cover disinfection and logistics cost of a hospital (Straten et al. 2021). In a framework developed to achieve Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) strategies to reduce medical waste plays a significant role (Ibn-Mohammed et al. 2020). The conservation of material quality, closed material loops, product-life extension, dematerialization, and adaptive capacity requires stakeholders’ involvement to meet the objective of circular economy (Wuyts et al. 2020).

The review of existing literature revealed that large number of researchers have focused upon establishing a relationship between the factors of Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI) and Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP), Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI) and Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP), Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP) and circular healthcare economy (CHE). But a comprehensive research which can collectively analyse the relation among HIS, SHSCP, SHP, CHE is lacking. The numerous quality literature is available on the industries like automotive, textile, electronic retailing and many more (Mathivathanan et al. 2021; Mathivathanan et al. 2018; Joshi D. 2022). But a quality literature on circular economy with special reference to Indian healthcare sector is found to be vague. The presented research work is an effort to reduce the given research gap.

3 Theoretical Framework

Based on the identified gaps in the literature, this research combines sustainable healthcare supply chain practices, Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement, Circular Healthcare Economy and Sustainable Healthcare Performance. These parameters are critically important for improving the sustainable performance of the healthcare organizations.
The proposed framework is shown in Figure 1. This includes four parameters i.e. SHSCP, HSI, SHP and CHE.

3.1 Hypothesis development

Hypotheses had been framed from the literature gap. The purpose formulating the hypothesis is to fill the research gap. In all five hypotheses have been framed and every hypothesis is connecting the two parameters as shown in Figure 1. Three hypotheses i.e. H1, H2 and H3 are will help to answer the research questions - in what ways the stakeholder involvement and implementation of sustainable supply chain practices can bring in sustainable performance for healthcare institution? The next two hypotheses i.e. H4 and H5 are developed to address the second research question - how sustainable supply chain practices and sustainable performance of healthcare institutions can help to achieve circular economy? Figure 1 presents the five hypotheses framed to meet research objective.

3.1.1 Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI) and Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP):
Osterle et al. (2015) find that stakeholders’ involvement improves the eco-efficiency of supply chain management. Moreover, it improves the logistics and goods distribution system. Khosravi and Izbirak (2019) proposed a statistical model for the healthcare supply chain. It found out that the involvement of stakeholders enhances social sustainability in the healthcare system. Coordination among the stakeholders are helpful for facing the challenges like caring for patient, surgical procedures, medicine management, and hygienic food supply. These studies shows that healthcare stakeholders’ involvement (HSI) is beneficial for Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP). Based on above discussion hypothesis H1.

**H1: There is a Positive relationship between Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI) and Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP)**

3.1.2 Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI) and Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP)

Seifert and Guenther (2020) find out that stakeholders play major role in the implementation of environmental management systems (EMS). EMS system leads toward the sustainable development of the organizations and is beneficial for hospital management. Palas and Bunduchi (2020) proposed the framework which reveals that stakeholder involvement improves the firm’s performance. In this study, stakeholders use the block chain technology. This technology has many benefits like enhancing data accessibility, immutability of data and reducing intermediation. So block chain technology empowers the stakeholders for better communication, data transparency and tracking of product in the supply chain. This lead towards better performance of the organization. The following hypothesis is framed to

**H2: There is a Positive relationship between Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI) and Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP)**

3.1.3 Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP) and Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP)

Srivastava and Singh (2020) proposed the model for the healthcare supply chain. Based on the theoretical basis and empirical evidence it was found out that incorporation of sustainable healthcare supply chain practices (SHSCP) increases the efficiency of healthcare service. Ultimately lead towards increased the performance healthcare sector. In addition to this, the adoption of sustainability practices on various phases of the supply chain increase
environmental performance (Al-Sheyadi et al., 2019; Choudhary et al., 2020; de Sousa et al., 2020). Göleç and Karadeniz (2020) describe the hierarchical structure of process, sub-process and operation of the healthcare supply chain. It had been found out that, the adoption and implementation of competency-based operations in SCM improved performance of the healthcare sector. Narkey et al. (2020) identified that implementation of sustainable supply chain improved in operational performance of the healthcare sector. All these studies lead toward the formation of hypothesis H3.

**H3: There is a Positive relationship between Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP) and Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP)**

### 3.1.4 Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP) and Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE)

Nandi et al. (2020) describe that in the current pandemic situation Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE) can provide an alternate model for sustainable production and consumption. The supply chain can be greatly improved by adopting the attributes of the circular economy like minimizing waste, increased recycling of material, product recovery, etc. In addition to that, the authors found out that circular economy has the potential for enhancing supply chain digitization and agility. Govindan and Hasanagic (2018) identified the benefits of circular economy and these benefits act as a driver for the sustainable SCM. This study finds out public health can be improved by optimum use of resources and energy. Moreover, the circular economy can act as a tool for environmental protection and it can deal with problems like climate change and global warming. Tseng et al. (2020) find out that circular economy provides the solution for the limitations of closed-loop supply chain. It deals with material and resources related issues in a very efficient manner. CE act as an enabler of sustainable consumption and production in supply chain management. All these studies lead toward the formation of hypothesis H4.

**H4: There is a Positive relationship between Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP) and Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE).**

### 3.1.5 Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP) and Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE)

H5: Kazancoglu et al. (2018) proposed the three-dimensional hierarchy framework and find out that the circular economy improved sustainable performance. This study includes criteria
like environmental, economic, logistics, operational, organizational, and marketing performance. Circular economy positively impacts on these criteria. Hussain and Malik (2020) proposed and validated the framework which confirmed that implementation of circular economy practices improves the sustainable performance of firm. All these studies lead toward the formation of a hypothesis H5.

**H5:** There is a Positive relationship between Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP) and Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE).

### 4. Methodology and Data Analysis

A five-step methodology is implemented to achieve the objectives of the study as shown in Figure 2. The techniques used in methodology is well existent in literature to study the structural relationship among various factors.
4.1 Questionnaire Development and Administration

Survey Questionnaire was developed by identifying the key practices of Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP), Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI), Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP), and Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE). The questionnaire was developed on five point Likert scale. Table-1 shows the research constructs and items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Items Code</th>
<th>Item Name</th>
<th>Literature Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HSI</td>
<td>HSI1</td>
<td>Environmental compliances as per governmental policies are strictly adhered</td>
<td>Holgado et.al.(2020); Shankar et.al.(2017); Gupta et.al.(2016); Cicconi et.al. 2020; Min et.al.(2017); Ya-Jun et.al.(2020); Pongpimol, et.al.(2020); Gousgounis et.al.(2020); Lee et.al.(2002); Lewis et.al.(2016); Chauhan et al.(2021); Bhatia and Kumar Srivastava (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HSI2</td>
<td>Cross-functional cooperation for sustainable manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HSI3</td>
<td>Motivation towards Sustainability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HSI4</td>
<td>Emphasis on improving eco-efficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SHSCP</td>
<td>SHSCP1</td>
<td>Innovative ways to design sustainable clothes</td>
<td>Holgado et.al.(2020); Shankar et.al.(2017); Gupta et.al.(2016); Cicconi et.al. 2020; Min et.al.(2017); Ya-Jun et.al.(2020); Pongpimol, et.al.(2020); Gousgounis et.al.(2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHSCP2</td>
<td>Minimization of waste production across supply chain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHSCP3</td>
<td>Management of Flexible packaging waste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHSCP4</td>
<td>Recycling potential of plastic wastes generated by health care facilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHSCP5</td>
<td>Remanufacturing of returned products as usable product (Recondition and Repair)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SHP</td>
<td>SHP1</td>
<td>Decrease of consumption of hazardous/harmful/toxic materials</td>
<td>Rao et al. (2006); Yang et al. (2010); Comoglio and Botta (2012); Egilmez et al. (2013); Lehmann et al. (2013); Gupta and Dangayach (2015); Gupta et al. (2015a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHP2</td>
<td>Improved company image (i.e. company is seen as a green company)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHP3</td>
<td>Decrease in cost of energy consumption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHP4</td>
<td>Provide good remunerations and wages to employee for stability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHP5</td>
<td>Provide quality health and safety management practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. The database of health care industry was created. The database includes 745 hospitals and stakeholder firms. The questionnaire was sent to via email to collect data. Out of 745 questionnaires, fully filled responses from 150 firms were received. The response rate of 20.13% is considered as satisfactory (Dangayach and Deshmukh 2003; Gupta et al. 2018). The statistics of respondent companies are analysed through descriptive statistics. It is observed that out of 150 fully filled responses only 145 are the usable ones. In this usable responses, maximum 60.68% responses were received from hospitals persons and 39.32% responses were from healthcare industries stakeholders. Due to the reason of confidentiality the names of hospitals and stakeholders are not disclosed here.

4.2 Data analysis

The IBM SPSS version 22.0 software package was used to analyse the data. The objective to develop a structural model is to establish the causal relationship among the sustainable healthcare supply chain practices (SHSCP), Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI), Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE), and Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP). The formulated five hypothesis containing four parameters i.e. HSI, SHSCP, SHP and CHE are tested for their acceptance and rejection.

4.2.1 Evaluation of measurement model

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed on the dataset for the development of structural model which deals with the research constructs (SHSCP, HSI, SHP, CHE). The results obtained after performing CFA are presented in Table 2.
• Composite reliability (CR)- Internal reliability of the dataset is found out via performing CR test. According to Hair et al. (2013), the composite reliability (CR) of research constructs should be greater than 0.7. In present study, the value of CR is greater than 0.7. Moreover, the value of Cronbach’s alpha is also greater than 0.7 for all constructs (Nunnally et al., 1967). So this confirms the reliability of the data set.

• Convergent Validity- It was evaluated by AVE. According to Fornell and Larcker (1981), AVEs should be comes out to be greater than 0.5 for satisfactory result. In this study the value of AVE for HSI, SHSCP, SHP and CHE is presented in below table and each of the parameter having value more than 0.5. It means that data set satisfied the convergent validity test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct in model</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>Cronbach's alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSI</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHSCP</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHP</td>
<td>1.004</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>0.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHE</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>1.130</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Discriminant validity was evaluated through the comparison of Cronbach’s alpha of a latent construct to its mean correlations (Ory and Mokhtarian, 2009). The mean of correlations of Stakeholders Involvement (HSI), Sustainable Healthcare Supply chain practices (SHSCP), Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP) and Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE) on the diagonals shown in below Table 3. Every latent construct has Cronbach’s alpha value more than its mean correlation. So all latent constructs satisfied the discriminant validity test shown in the Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Cronbach's alpha</th>
<th>HSI</th>
<th>SHSCP</th>
<th>SHP</th>
<th>CHE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSI</td>
<td>3.690</td>
<td>1.103</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHSCP</td>
<td>3.869</td>
<td>.9172</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>.555**</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHP</td>
<td>3.739</td>
<td>.9735</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>.508**</td>
<td>.610**</td>
<td>.577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHE</td>
<td>4.087</td>
<td>.7713</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>.483**</td>
<td>.627**</td>
<td>.614**</td>
<td>0.574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2 Assessment of structural model

Structural model is a multi-factor model having four parameters. The relationship among these parameters explored by framing the hypotheses. Total five hypotheses had framed and these are HSI and SHSCP (H1), HSI and SHP (H2), SHSCP and SHP (H3), SHSCP and CHE (H4) & SHP and CHE (H5) as shown in Figure-1; a structural model was developed using software AMOS 22.0 version.

![Figure 3 Structural Model for HSI, SHSCP, SHP and CHE](image)

The structural model was analyzed through the goodness of fit indices. The various model fit indices were computed as $\chi^2$/df $=2.058$, GFI $= 0.805$, AGFI $= 0.795$, RMR $= 0.069$, NFI $= 0.704$, CFI $= 0.820$ and RMSEA $= 0.085$. According to Ory and Mokhtarian (2009), the model fit indices suggest an acceptable fit of structural and perfect representation of the relationship of Stakeholders Involvement (HSI), Sustainable Healthcare Supply chain practices
(SHSCP), Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP) and Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE) shown in Figure-3.

4.3 Results of Hypotheses Testing

The results indicate that the scale items to measure the model’s constructs are reliable and valid. An excellent fit between the theoretical model and the data model is observed. Table 4, shows the standardize estimates and result of the hypothesis. All the five hypotheses are positively correlated i.e. all have $\beta > 0$. Hypothesis H1 has the maximum $\beta$ value (i.e. 0.42) and H2 has the minimum $\beta$ value (i.e. 0.17). Remaining standardize estimates values are presented in below Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Estimates (Standardized) ($\beta$)</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1: HSI $\rightarrow$ SHSCP</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: HSI $\rightarrow$ SHP</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: SHSCP $\rightarrow$ SHP</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: SHSCP $\rightarrow$ CHE</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: SHP $\rightarrow$ CHE</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Path loadings are significant at ***$P<0.001$ & **$P<0.05$.

Similar kind of studies focussed on circular economy and SSCM practices, stakeholders’ involvement and sustainable performance is well existent in academic literature. These all studies have identified the relationship between two constructs at a time (Khan et al. 2020; Khosravi, & Izbirak, 2019, Hussain & Malik 2020; Vishwakarma et al. 2022). The present research considers the comprehensive relationship among all the four considered set of constructs the same time. The latent relationship among all the unobserved variables of all the four constructs which mutually effects final outcome are modelled to for its real-life implementation.
4.4 Discussion

Above section find out that the SHSCP, HSI, SHP, CHE are positively connected with each other. This section exclusively discusses the relationship among the parameters based on the value of standardize estimates and p-values.

4.4.1 Relationship between HSI and SHSCP

The hypothesis H1 which focuses on the relationship between HSI and SHSCP. Hypothesis H1 ($\beta = 0.42; p<0.001$) represent the positive relationship between stakeholder and sustainable supply chain management practices. This hypothesis is supported by many authors in their studies. Mathivathanan et al. (2018) proposed the framework and concluded that stakeholder’s practices are the most influential things in implementing sustainability in the supply chain. Furthermore, the authors discussed that commitment of stakeholders towards sustainability and adoption of triple bottom approach are the essential practices for achieving SSCM. Park-Poaps and Rees (2010) discussed that Stakeholders act as the driving forces for the supply chain and this force can be utilized for the adoption and implementation of sustainability practices in SCM.

4.4.2 Relationship between HSI and SHP

The hypothesis H2 which focuses on the relationship between HSI and SHP. Hypothesis H2 ($\beta = 0.17; p<0.05$) represents positive relationship between healthcare stakeholder involvement and sustainable healthcare performance. This statement is supported by many studies in the past. Hussain et al. (2018) found out that combined efforts of different stakeholders’ groups are beneficial for the healthcare sector. They can contribute in various ways like organizational culture and strategy, resource efficiency, innovation & technological advancement (Joshi D. 2022). Nyaga et al. (2015) finds that when internal stakeholders of the hospital communicate with external stakeholders of the supply chain then the performance of the hospital is enhanced in terms of reduced operational cost and improved care services of the patients.

4.4.3 Relationship between SHSCP and SHP

The analysis results are concerning with H3 which focuses on the relationship between SHSCP and SHP. Hypothesis H3 ($\beta = 0.64; p<0.001$) represents a positive relationship between Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP) and Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP). Literature available in this area is also focusing toward this statement. Al-Sheyadi et al. (2019) had performed a study for identifying the effect of sustainability practices
on the performance of supply chain management. It was found out that there is a positive effect on performance. Authors also focussed on certain practices like pollution prevention, life cycle assessment, environmental management systems, pollution control, eco-efficiency, investment recovery etc. Abdallah et al. (2017) proposed the model and find out that supplier integration with the hospital increases the performance of the healthcare sector.

4.4.4 Relationship between SHSCP and CHE

The analysis results are concerning with H4 which focuses on the relationship between SHSCP and CHE. Hypothesis H4 ($\beta = 0.37; p<0.001$) represents a positive relationship between Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP) and Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE). Literature also supports this hypothesis. Zeng et al. (2017) proposed the concept model for testing the relationship between sustainable supply chain practices on the circular economy it was found out that implementation of sustainable supply chain management practice act as a driving force for promoting and achieving circular economy. Bai et al. (2020) proposed the framework and find out that sustainable supply chain flexibility is improved by the incorporation of the circular economy.

4.4.5 Relationship between SHP and CHE

Hypothesis H5 which focuses on the relationship between SHP and CHE.$H5 (\beta = 0.28; p<0.001$) represents a positive relationship between Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP) and Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE). The available literature supports this hypothesis. Sassanelli et al. (2019) proposed the framework and find out that circular economy can be used for performance enhancement of the organization. Inclusion of criteria like retain the embedded value of products, fostering the implementation of renewable sources of energies and eliminating the applications of harmful chemicals increases the performance of the sector. Genovese et al. (2017) compare the performances of traditional and circular production systems. The circular production system includes the principle of the circular economy. It was found out the circular production system had a clear advantage over the traditional system. Moreover, this study also finds out that integration of circular economy with SCM leads toward the improvement in environmental performance.
5. Research Implications to industry and Society

In healthcare industry circular economy can be achieved through sustainable healthcare practices. This can range from the implementation of sharing, repairing, reusing and refurbishing type of strategies at stakeholders’ level (Joshi D. 2022). The biomedical waste generated from healthcare firms can be eliminated to reduce pollution, take-back schemes by hardware providers, maintaining responsibility and ownership of the equipment, use of decision algorithms are few to mention. Healthcare management professional while designing a circular business model can consider the identified latent relationship among the stakeholder involvement and circular economy. Like, the money saved from executing sustainable strategies can be pushed back into the research and development activities. Incentives can be increased for the vendor’s firms who instead of scrapping the biomedical waste extract resources from it. Such sustainable framework may have positive impact upon the long-term commercials of a firm.

Similarly, the sustainable performance of an organization benefits the society as well (Joshi D. 2022; Mousa and Othman 2020). The reduced consumption of the hazardous, harmful, toxic materials; use of bio-friendly product, return of consumables for recycling and many more are the need healthy society. The social scientists can consider the hypothesis and related relationships discussed in the paper while drafting healthcare policies for the larger benefit of society. Like, extraction of finite natural resources by the stakeholders and designing out waste and pollution care mechanism decreases the environmental impact.

6. Conclusion and Limitation

This study investigated the relationship among the Healthcare Stakeholders Involvement (HSI), Sustainable Healthcare Supply Chain Practices (SHSCP), Sustainable Healthcare Performance (SHP) and Circular Healthcare Economy (CHE). This task initiated with the construction of hypotheses and followed by collection of responses for the questionnaire. SPSS version 22 is used to check the validity of measurement model AMOS version 22 is used for the development of structural model. It is found that HSI supports the SHSCP and SHP; SHSCP supports the SHP and CHE; and SHP supports CHE.

This work is a novel contribution to the literature by focusing on mutual and multiple relationship among the SHSCM, SHP, HSI and CHE. It identified that healthcare stakeholders have capability to implement SSCM practices as well as they are the major driving power to
improve the sustainable performance of the organization. This study recommends that; healthcare stakeholders should be conscious toward sustainability. They have the capability to implement SSCM practices as well as they are the major driving power to improve the sustainable performance of the organization. This study can assist strategist who wants to implement circular economy in their organization.

Results of this study can be applicable to the healthcare firms. Similar researches can be performed on the other sectors like textile, oil and mining to understand their role in circular economy. Moreover, any change in current set of constructs may affect the identified relationships. Further researches are recommended with a revised set of constructs to divulge the improved set of relationship among the components of circular economy.
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